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A mac~oscop.ic system acting as a heat reservoir affords a simplified description in ter~s of a 
collectIon of mdependent modes. Although in most cases this model is unable to account for 
the behavi~r of the macroscopic system itself, it provides a consistent desciption of the ' 
ma~r?SCOplC degrees offreedom acting as a dissipation mechanism for a microscopic system. 
This IS found to be a consequence ofthe statistical properties of bath quantities relevant to the 
dynamics of th~ microscopic system. Furthermore, these properties ensure that the unphysical ' 
features of the mdependent bath model do not affect its performance as a heat reservoir. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The case study of a small system in interaction witli a 
macroscopic system which acts as a heat reservoir has been 
one ofthe most ubiquituous models for irreversible processes 
in both classical and quantum mechanics. 1

-
s Irreversibility 

emerges from microscopieally reversible equations in the 
thermodynamic limit, and should be understood as a state
ment about the behavior of reduced quantities, associated 
with a small number of degrees of freedom. 

In general, it is assumed that the relaxation of a system 
coupled to dissipative degrees offreedom is largely indepen
dent of the specific nature of the bath. The only differentiat
ing features can be ascribed to the spectrum of the bath, 
which should be continuous, and the strength of the 
coupling. In particular, the usual assumption is that the nec
essary information for relaxation is contained in the spectral 
function. 

The heat bath is then modeled by a collection of inde
pendent modes (elementary excitations). This choice is par
ticularly convenient from a computational point of view: By 
eliminating the bath degrees of freedom, the reduced dy
namics for the system variables can be obtained. Then, the 
expressions for the irreversible decay of these variables to 
their equilibrium values can be evaluated analytically, pro
vided that we choose a mathematically tractable model for 
the heat bath, such as independent modes. 

Despite the mathematical advantages of this treatment, 
we note that it presents several unphysical features. In par
ticular, the presence of the coupling between the elementary 
excitations is necessary in order that the isolated bath equili
brate: If the modes are truly independent, energy cannot be 
transferred from one mode to the others, and equilibrium is 
never achieved. On the other hand, there exist collective 
properties of the bath that may critically depend on the inter
action between modes. 

The question we address in the present investigation is 
whether the independent mode bath can reproduce the fea
tures of a physical one, despite the aforementioned draw
backs. The answer turns out to be related to the statfstical 
properties of the system-bath coupling in the thermody
namic limit, which we shall show to be independent of the 
nature of the macroscopic system acting as a heat reservoir. 

In Sec. II, we shall analyze a Hamiltoniin for a system 
interacting with N independent modes via a couplingterm V. 
It is argued that the effect of this coupling should be indepen
dent of N, in order that the problem be well-defined in the 
limit N -- 00. This restriction on the order of V with respect 
to N has important consequences in the calculation of ther
mal (canonical ensemble) averages of analytic functions of 
V. In Sec. III, we make use of the statistical properties dis
cussed in Sec. II in order to obtain the reduced dynamics of 
the system in simple cases. These exactly solvable models are 
employed to illustrate two issues which are of great rel
evance to the theory of relaxation: The role of constants of 
motion of the bath, and the equivalence between different 
models for the bath. The latter point shall be established 
through comparison between a bath of harmonic oscillators 
and a bath of two-level systems. Finally, Sec. IV shall be 
devoted to the derivation of a perturbative solution for the 
reduced dynamics of the system, in the weak coupling case 
(V is small). This derivation serves to expose the general 
validity of the conclusions obtained in Sec. III through the 
investigation of simple examples. 

II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN: STATISTICAL PROPERTIES 

In this section, we shall analyze a class 'of Hamiltonians 
that has been used to describe the interaction of a small sys
tem with a heat reservoir. The dynamics of the isolated sys
tem are generated by H" which operates on an n-dimension
aI' Hilbert space, where n is a small number. Its spectral 
decomposition is fl., = ~IElli) (il. The macroscopic bath 
shall be modeled by Hb , which is not necessarily the true 
Hamiltonian for the isolated bath, as discussed in the Intro
duction (it should be sufficient that Hb yields a good approx
imation for the true spectrum). In particular, we shall 
choose Hb = };;t = IHa , i.e., the Hamiltonian for a collection 
of independent modes a = 1, ... ,N. Hb has a spectral decom
position of the form 

Hb = I En I~) <~I, 
n 

where 1~>=lnl> ® In2> ® ... ® InN> with H",lno) 
= En" !n",) and E" = '2,:= 1 En". Finally, the coupling term 
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9116 A. Suarez and R. Silbey: Macroscopic system as a thermal bath 

V, contains operators of the system and the bath. The com
plete Hamiltonian is 

H=Hs +Hb + V. (1) 

As stressed before, we shall be interested in the reduced dy
namics of the system (the dissipative variables are eliminat
ed by taking the trace over them), in the thermodynamic 
limit: N -+ 00 • 

We note that in this limit, the bath energy scales as N, 
whereas the system observables scale as N°. This imposes a 
restriction upon V, whose effect should be of order N° in 
order that the problem be well posed in the thermodynamic 
limit. From this formal restriction, V can be shown to have a 
series of statistical properties which are universal (in the 
sense that they do not depend on the choice for He< ). 

In particular, consider the operator 

where 0", is a Hermitian operator acting upon the Hilbert 
space corresponding to the ath mode of the bath. The quan
tities that are going to be relevant in relaxation theory are 
ensemble averages of analytic functions of 0:4 

(0) = r g!! (~IO I!!)· (2) 
!! 

We shall be interested in canonical ensemble averages, at a 
temperature T: 

gn = exp( - f3En )/Z, 
- -

Z= I exp( -f3E I}.)' 
'2 

where Z is the canonical ensemble partition function. 
A-

We shall then require that (f( 0) ) be of order N°, where 
fis an analytic function of 0 [i.e.,itO) = ~JkOk]. There 
are two cases that should be handled separately, which are 
described in Sees. II A and II B. 

A N A 

A. (O)=};<i=18 .. (O .. },cO 

In this case, the requirement (f( 0) ) ~ N° when N ..... 00 

implies that aa ~ N - I, which leads to the identity 
A A-

(itO» =it(O». (3) 

This can be proved by examining the cumulant expansion of 
the ensemble average (exp(xO»: 

10g(exp(xO) ) 

=IOg(exp(x at, aaOa)) 

=log(ft exp(xa",Oa») 
a=1 

N A. 

= L 10g(exp(xaaO",» 
",=1 

N A-

= L 10g[1 +xaa(Oa) + &(a~)] 
a=1 

N ..... 
=X I aa(O",) + deN-I) 

",=1 

=X(O) + &(N- 1
). 

Therefore in the thermodynamic limit, 

(exp(xO» = exp(x(O» 

for all values of xE'if, where ~ is the ~et of complex 
numbers. This implies 

A- A-

(on) = (o)n. 

B. (O}=O 

From the hermiticity of 0, we must have 

" N A 

(0 2
) = I a~(O~)=fO 

a=l 
A 

implying that a~ -N - I, so that (f(O» be of order N°. 
This leads to the identity 

(itO» =~S"" dze-?f{(2(02»1I2z ). 
,ltr - 00 

The proof for this final expression is as follows. Consider 

AN. A. 

10g(exp(xO» = I 10g(exp(xa",Oa» 
a=1 

N A-

=~X2 L a!(O~) + d(N- 1I2 ) 
a=1 

Thus in the limit N ..... 00, 

A A 

(exp(xO» = exp(1x2(02», 

which implies 

(02n) = (2n - 1)11, 

(0(2n+ll) =0, n=O,l, .... 
A A 

As it 0) is an analytic function of 0, 

A A A-

(f(O» = J;fk(Ok) = ~hm(02m) 

="" (2m-I)!! [(2(02»1I2]m 
f;J2m 2m12 

= _I-SO<> dz Ifk[(2(02) )112Z ]k exp( -~) 
Iii -00 k 

=~Soo dz f[(2«)2»1I2Z ] exp( -~). ' 
.J1T - "" 

In the following sections we shall illustrate the conse
quences of the properties derived above by studying several 
examples. First, we shall concentrate on exactly solvable 
models and later a perturbative result shall be given for the 
weak-coupling case ( V small). 
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III. EXACTLY SOLVABLE MODELS 

A. Role of the constants elf motion 

One of the unphysical properties of the independent 
mode bath is that the energy for each of the modes is a con
served quantity (classically this would imply that the system 
is integrable); only the system-bath interaction can cause 
these to be time varying. This is clearly the reason for the 
inability of such a bath to reach equilibrium by the exchange 
of energy amongst its degrees of freedom. The set of con
stants of motion is 

{lb,{H(,J~= I>{H~}:= \>'''}, 
where Ib is the unity operator on the Hilbert space of the 
bath modes. In order to elucidate the role of projections of 
the system bath coupling onto this set, we shall concentrate 
in solving the dynamics for the very simplified Hamiltonian 

H=H. +Hb + V, 

where Vis a constant of motion for the bath; that is, V has no 
explicit time dependence and [Hb'V] = O. For simplicity, 
we shall also assume [Hs' V 1 = 0, which renders the solu
tion trivial. The case [Hs' V] =/= 0 leads to the same conclu
sions. 

The formal solution for the time dependence of the den
sity matrix is of the form 

p(t) = e-1Hp(0)e1H' = e- iH\J(O), (4) 

where H X is defined by HXO= (H,O]. We shall assume 
that the bath is initially in. equilibrium at a temperature T, 
and that there exist no correlations with the state of the sys
tem (factorization assumption): 

p(O) =Pt;(T(O), (5) 

where (T(t) = TrbP(t) is the reduced density matrix for the 
system, obtained by taking the trace of the total density ma
trix over the bath degrees offreedom, and p~ is the equilibri
um density matrix for the bath at temperature T: 

eq - PHb/ T - PlIb 
Ph = e rbe. 

After inserting the initial conditions [Eq. (5)], Eq. (4) 
becomes 

pct) = e - iH
X

, Pt; (T(O). 

From this expression, we can obtain cr(t) by taking the trace 
over the bath 

cr(t) = (e-1HX,)cr(0), 

where ( ... ) = Trb ( .. 'p'j,'l). Using the facts that 
[Hh'V] =Oand [Hs'V] =0 

and taking matrix elements of cr between eigenstates of the 
system, we obtain 

(t) - -IWi!( -i[Vli/) (0) (Tij - e e (T i) , 

where 

crij (t) = (iJcrCt) J j), wi} = Ei - Ej 

and 

(6) 

[Vlv = (iIVJi) - UIVJj)· 

In order to evaluate the term (e - i[ VIii), the following form 
shall be chosen for V: 

N 

V=I(<I», <1>= L aaVa' 
a=1 

In the case where (Va) =/= 0, act .~ N - 1, the solution is 
given by 

(t) - - iw,/ - i([ Vlij}t (0) 
cri} - e e cri}' 

Note that the effect ofthe coupling is just a shift in the system 
frequencies. The reduced dynamics can be thought as gener
ated by an effective Hamiltonian of the form 

Herr =Hs + (V) +Hb' 

The remainder of the system-bath interaction 
b..H = H - Herr = V - (V) gives rise to corrections that 
are negligible in the thermodynamic limit. 

In the case (Va) = 0, aa ~ N - \/2, the answer is 

( ) 
- iw··t 1 fao d 2 (Tij t =e lj - ze-Z" 

[iT - 00 

Xexp{ - i/[(2( [<I> It)) 1I2Z ] t} (T ij (0), 

leading to decay for the off-diagonal terms' Ci=/=j) , which is 
faster or equal to 1/ At as At -> 00 (by the generalized Rie
mann-Lebesgue lemma). In particular, if I(x) has a ex
tremum at x = a, aE9t (the set of complex numbers), the 
decay is asymptotic to cXexp[if(a)At]l At, where c is a con
stant. On the other hand, if/ex) = x, the decay is Gaussian: 

This form of a perturbation that has projections onto con
stants of motion ofthe bath but zero thermal average is rath
er unique. We have not been able to find a physical interac
tion that satisfies this condition; hence, we shall not be 
concerned any further with this kind of coupling. 

The main conclusion of this section is that the only con
stant of motion of the bath that may have a finite effect on the 
reduced dynamics of the system is lb' as illustrated by the 
fact that in the physically realisable case, the total Hamilto
nian can be replaced by an effective one which has no projec
tions onto the set of constants of motion orthogonal to Ib: 

We conclude that the projections of the system bath 
coupling onto this set has a negligible effect in the limit 
N -> 00. Hen~e, the unphysical fact that the model used for 
the isolated bath does not reach equilibrium by exchange of 
energy among its modes does not affect the relaxation of a 
small system coupled to it. The action of a macroscopic sys
tem as a heat reservoir is related to the dispersion provided by 
the continuous spectrum of the bath, and does not require 
that the macroscopic system be statistical in nature (in the 
sense that it is better described by a temperature, than by a 
set of quantum numbers). 
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9118 A. Suarez and R. Silbey: Macroscopic system as a thermal bath 

B. Model for pure dephasing 

As a further illustration of the 'consequences of the 
statistical properties of the system-bath coupling, we shall 
carry out a reanalysis of the results obtained by Skinner and 
Hsu. I In their investigation on pure dephasing, a model 
Hamiltonian of the form given by Eq. (1) was proposed, and 
solved exactly for the particular case of a two-level system 
coupled to a bath of harmonic oscillators: 

Hs = Wo 11) (11, 

Hb = f Wa(b:ba +~), 
a=1 2 

(7) 

V=Ll!1)(ll, 

where Ll. = a<l> + (W 12)<1>2, <I> = 2-:= laa (b a+ + ba ), and 
the decomposition of unity for the two-level system is given 
by Is = 10)(01 +11)(11· Note that here [Hb'V] #0. We 
shall show that the results of their derivation is vaJid for a 
more general case, in which 

N N 

Hb = L Ha, <1> = L aaVa' 
a=l a=l 

with (Va) = 0 that is, aa -N - 1/2. 

W and Ll = a<l> + - <1>2 
2 

(8) 

The solution for the reduced density matrix of the sys
tem, assumingp(O) = P~q(T(O), is given by 

(9) 
X tAX _ -IH,t( -iSoV (1")d1") (0) - e eT + (T, ( 10) 

where T + is the time-ordering operator that rearranges the 
functions on which it operates in such a way that time in
creases from right to left, T + T _ = 1, and 
V( r) = iHbTVe' tHb

T is written in the interaction representa
tion with respect to the bath Hamiltonian. '. 

Taking the (1,0) matrix element in the basis of eigen
states of the system Hamiltonian, 

The term (e:;' tsbt.( -t)di") is evaluated by cumulant expansion.s 
+ .. - -

Skinner and Hsu I made use ofthe fact that the variables in <i> 
are Gaussianly distributed (Wick's theorem) to derive ana
lytic expressions for all the cumulants. However, this prop
erty holds even in the case that the bath is not a collection of 
harmonic oscillators. Let us illustrate this point by evaluat
ing a correlation function of the form 

< T + <I> (tl ) <I>(tl ) <1> (t2 ) <I> (t2 ) ) 

= L aaapaya{j,< T + Va (tl) 
apy{j 
X Vp (tl ) Vy (t2 ) V/; (t2 ) ) 

= L a~ ap[ ( V~ )( V~) + 2 (T + Va (tl ) Va (t2 » , 
ap 

a 

-(V!)2-2(T+ Va (tI)Va(t2»2] 

= L a~ a~ [ ( V;) < V~) + 2 (T + Va (t I ) Va (t2 ) ) 
ap 

X(T+ Vp(tI)Vp(tZ»] +d(N- I
) 

= (<1>2)2 + 2(T + <l>CtI )<1>(t2»2 + tJ (N - I) 

= Cl(O) + 2C 2(t1 - t2 ) + d(N -I) 

with the definition C(tl - t2 ) =- (T + <1>(t1 )<1> ( 2». 
Using this property (for the details of the derivation, we 

refer to the original paper by Skinner and Hsu), the final 
result is 

(t) - tWot ,- i aw t - tiT, 
(TIO = e e 'e , 

where Llw = Im{K}, T 2- 1 = Re{K}, and 

K = !a2C(0)[ 1 + iwC(O)] -I 

1 1'" ....... +- dwlog[l +iWC(w)] 
21T 0 

and C(w) is the Fourier transform of C(t): 

C(w) = J:." dteiWlC(t). 

( 11) 

We remark that this expression is valid for any independent 
mode bath of the specified form [Eq. (8)]. The only differ
ence enters in the evaluation of C(t) with different models. 
In order to clarify this point, let us examine the form of C(t) 
for two different types of bath. 

1. Harmonic oscillators bath 

The bath Hamiltonian is, 
N 

Hb = L wa(b:ba +!) 
a=1 

and the perturbation is Ll ( <I> ), with 
N 

<1>,= L aa(b: +ba )· 
a=l 

The result for Cet) is 

N a2 

CHOU) = L a (e.Bwaiwaltl + e - tWalt l). 
a= I exp({3wa ) :- 1 

In the limit N ..... 00, the spectrum of the bath becomes contin
uous and the summation becomes an integral: 

CH0(t)=Joo dw rHO(w) (ePwetw[t[+e-tw[t[), 
- 00 exp({3w) - 1 

(12) 

where the definition nw) = 2-:;= I a;o(w - w,,) has been 
used. 

2. Two-level systems bath 

For this case 
N 

Hb = L Wa(T~ 
a=1 

and 
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where {O";}{l_X,y,z} are the Pauli spin matrices, which leads 
to the result 

which in the continuous limit becomes 

cTLSct)=f"" dw rTL~(W) (e!3weiwltl+e-iwltl) 
_ "" exp(j3w) + 1 

(13) 

with the same definition of r( w) as earlier. 
The remarkable feature of the expressions (12) and 

C 13) is that they are almost identical except for factors that 
can be absorbed in the spectral function. We conclude that_Ii} 
more useful definition of the spectral function is given by Ii. 
combination of the form 

lV 

r(w) = 2: eaa~8Cw'-"iva)' (14) 
a=1 

where ea yields information about specific features of the 
bath, i.e., the equilibrium distribution is included in its defin
ition. 

IV. WEAK COUPLING 

In the limit that the coupling between the system and 
the heat bath is weak, the elem~~.ts of the reduced density 
matrix of the system can be shown tO,obey a set of first ord~r 
coupled linear differential equations, which are local in time 
(Redfield equations).3.6 The only requirements for these 
equations to be valid is that the coupling parameter A. be 
small, and that time correlation functions for the bath fac
torize in a time scale T b much shorter than the characteristic 
time scale for the system relaxation T R ~..t - 2; that is, . 

........ A A ........ 

(01 (t)02)--(01)(02) for t>Tb' 
A A. ---

where 0 1 ,02 are bath operators, and (; .. ) is the canonical 
ensemble (thermal) average. B:6wever, if 01 and/or O2 

have projections onto the set of constants of motion of the 
bath that do not vanish in the thermodynamic limit, the lat
ter condition cannot be fulfilled. Hence, constants of motion 
of the bath have to be handled separately, as their role is very 
different from the remainder of the system-bath coupling. 
This could have been anticipated in view of the properties of 
the Hamiltonians considered in the preceding sections. 

Our objective will be to rederive Redfield equations in 
the case that the system bath coupling lias a projection onto 
constants of motion: Vo = ~;t= 1 aa. vg. The remainder of 
the coupling term VI =~;t = I go: Vf has no diagonal ele
ments in the basis of eigenstates of the bath Hamiltonian 
H = ~;t _ I Ha. The total. Hamiltonian is 

H=Hs +Hb +A.Yo +..tV1 • 

It shall be useful' to define Ho = H. + Hb and 
Do = Ho + A. Vo' The formal solution for the total density 
matrix is 

pct) = e - iHXp(O) 

from which we derive 

p(O) Ct) = e - i,tV~t eXPT + ( - iA l' Vfc r)dT )P(O), 

where VI (T) = /Ho"'VI e - iHo'" is written in the interaction 
representation with respect to fIo~ and p(O) (t) 

= eiH°'p(t)e - iHot is in the interaction representation with 
respect to Ho. Using the factorization assumption 
p (0) = Pb'O"( 0) and taking the trace over the bath degrees of 
freedom, we obtain for o-(S) (t) the reduced density matrix of 
the system in the interaction representation with respect to 
H s ' to order..t 2 " 

0- (s) (t) = {e - iA.V~t eXPT + ( - iA. l' VfC T)dT) )0"(0) 

~(e-iA.V5')(1_A.2 1'dT f' d1"(e-iA.V5t )-1 

X (e~iiAV5t VfC '1') VfC 1") )0"(0) 

~ (e- i,tV~t) expo ( _ A. 21' dT 1T d1"(e :-IAV~t)-1 

X (e - I,tV5t VfC T) Vfc 1"» )0"(0) 

~V~ A ( . i" iT = (e-' 0 ) expo -A. 2 0 dT 0 dr'(Vf(r) 

XVfCr'» + &(,1.3»)0"(0). 

The last step is only correct if aa - N - I, which we shall 
assume to be the case (see discussion in Sec. II). We note 
that to order ..t 2, the ordering prescription (indicated by the 
SUbscript 0 in the exponential) is unimportant: However, it 
shall be useful to choose the partial ordering prescriptionS 
(POP), which naturally leads to Redfield equations. The 
POP is such that the time derivative of u(t) is 

tr (')ct) =!!... (log(e - I,tV;}'t)o- (')(t) -..t 2(e- I,tVG') 
dt . 

X :t (1' dr f- dr'(Vf(T)Vf(T'») 

X (e- iAVG') -10- (s) (t). 

Taking the matrix element between the (ii, I j) eigenstates of 
the system Hamiltonian, 

tr ~~) (t) =!!... (log(e -IA [Vo].' »)0- ~:')'(t) -..t 2(e';" IA. [Vol.' Y 
. fJ. dt fJ 

XL (f' dr«Vf)ijk/(t)(Vf)klPg(T») 
klpq Jo .. 

X (e-IA[VolPl) -10- ~~(t) 

with the definitions 

(15) 
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9120 A. Suarez and R. Silbey: Macroscopic system as a thermal bath 

(e-IA[VO]ij') =e-iA.qvo]u)', (16) 

(
AX AX ) 

(V I )ijkl(t)( V I hlpq (r) 

= «VI) ik (t) (VI) kp (r) )Ojq 
A A 

+ «VI )q/(r) (VI )lj(t»OiP 
A A A A 

- « VI ),Ii (r)( VI ) ip (t» - « VI ) qj (t)( VI ) ip (r». 

Undoing the interaction representation with respect to the 
I 

system Hamiltonian, we finally obtain 

-/l. 2 L f7liiPqUpq (t). 
pq 

The relaxation tensor elements are 

(17) 

f7l ijpq = L"" dr (~ [e - i(wkp+ A. <[ VO]kp)}r «V~b» ike r)( VI h p )OJq + e - i(Wqk + A. <[ VO]qk»r « VI) qk (V~b) hJ (r) )o,p] 

_ e-l(w.,+A.<[vo]q)T(CVI )qj(V\b»);p (r»- e- i(WiP+A.([VO]iP»T(CV\b»qj(r) (VI )tp») , (18) 

where A(b) indicates that the superscripted operator is in the 
interaction representation with respect to the bath Hamilto
nian. Note as well, that the upper limit of the time integral 
have been extended to infinity, which assumes that the time
correlation functions of VI vanish in a short time scale r b • 

This is true, since VI has no projections onto the set of con
stants of motion of the bath. 

The set of equations (17) is just Redfield equations6 

with a shift in the system frequencies, due to Vo, the projec
tion of the system-bath coupling onto the set of constants of 
motion of the bath. Once more, we reckon that the same 
equations could have been derived from an effective Hamil
tonian: 

Heff =Hs +..1. (Vo ) +Hb + A. VI 

and that the remainder Ilif = H - Heff = /l. C Vo - (Vo ) ) 
gives rise to corrections negligible in the thermodynamic 
limit. . 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The independent mode bath has been extensively used 
as a model for a macroscopic system acting as a heat reser
voir. This choice for the bath presents the advantage of af
fording a relatively simple description. In particular, the re
duced dynamics of a small system coupled to this type of 
bath can be obtained analytically; this task would be practi
cally impossible if, more realistically, we included nontrivial 
coupling between the modes (nontrivial, in the sense that we 
cannot perform aunitary transformation such that the many 
body problem is mapped back into a collection of indepen
dent modes). It should be noted, however, that this coupling 
is essential for the bath to attain full equilibration. In the 
past, some qualitative arguments and a posteriori justifica
tions have been given to account for the validity of this 
model. 

The present investigation establishes that the use of the 
model is justified owing to the particular properties of the 
system-bath coupling in the thermodynamic limit. The more 
relevant consequences are the following: 

These properties are universal, which accounts for the 
formal similarities for results obtained with baths of differ
ent characteristics. All the information particular to differ
ent models can be summarized in the spectral function for 
the bath: 

N 

r(w) = L a;,8"oCw - wa ) 
a=1 

which contains information about the spectrum of the bath, 
the strength of the coupling to the small system (a;'), and a 
factor e a depending on the spectrum of the ath mode of the 
bath and, possibly, on the statistics (fermionic-bosonic 
bath). 

The overabundance of constants of motion in the bath 
does not affect the reduced dynamics of the system: The only 
relevant constant of motion is Ib' the unity operator for the 
bath (which obviously is a constant of motion of the actual 
bath). 

In some way, the results derived are a consequence of a 
central limit theorem9 for operators. Due to the fact that the 
system-bath Hamiltonian is obtained by a scaled addition of 
a large number of independent operators whose thermal 
average is zero, the distribution of the resulting operator has 
to be Gaussian. 

Finally, we would like to stress that the results derived 
in this paper are valid whenever the spectral function has a 
finite value over a continuous range of frequencies. If the 
spectral function is strongly peaked at a particular frequen
cy, the arguments made about N ordering may not be valid. 
In this case, the interaction with that set of modes should be 
included in the zeroth-order description of the system (how
ever, in some cases, this will only amount to a renormaliza
tion of the system parameters and a weak residual interac
tion). Among the systems where we may expect these 
arguments to be valid stands the important case of a local
ized system in interaction with a condensed phase where the 
disorder is not too large, so that the modes with which the 
localized system interacts are delocalized on length scales 
large compared to the small system. 
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